HAPPY EASTER!

Agneta Holmäng and the Administrative Office

New center for spinal cord injuries established in Gothenburg >>>

By-election to the “Institutionsrådet” (IR)

Sofia Särnsten, member of “IR”, is no longer an employee at the institute. Therefore, a by-election will be conducted to find a successor. The election will be electronic and is anonymous. On Monday April 24, all employees entitled to vote will receive an e-mail with a link to the election (SUNET Survey). The election will close on Thursday May 4, 2017.

The electoral roll has been sent to the administrative coordinators of our five departments. The persons qualified to vote in the election are all employees within the faculty whose employment comprises at least 50% of a full time position and who are employed on a permanent basis or have an appointment comprising at least two years of continuous employment.
Excellent Teacher

You can now apply for the title Excellent Teacher!
Applications can be submitted until 15 May.
The Sahlgrenska Academy information on application procedure for the title excellent Teacher >>>

Request for the establishment of project-linked doctoral projects

All institutes at the Sahlgrenska Academy are invited to establish doctoral projects for the next announcement of project-linked positions for doctoral students. The application documents from the project supervisors must have reached the institute no later than May 3, 2017. When the institutes have decided which projects are approved, a list of these and application documents must have reached the Academy Office no later than May 17, 2017.
Information and application form - Request for the establishment of project-linked doctoral projects >>>

Seminars and lectures

25 April | LUNCH SEMINAR - CENTRE FOR PSYCHIATRY
Idor Svensson: "Läs- och skrivförmågan nödvändig för deltagande i samhällsprocessen. Hur ser det ut för patienter och klienter intagna på psykiatriska kliniker och LVM-hem?" >>>

2-6 May | INTERNATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL
Reactive gliosis - from mechanobiology and signal transduction to molecular targets and disease pathogenesis >>>

10 May | GUEST LECTURE - CENTRE FOR PSYCHIATRY
Markus Heilig: "Epigenetic reprogramming of the alcohol addicted brain" <<<

Defence of doctoral theses

28 April 2017
Josefine Persson - Spouses long-term support to midlife stroke survivors - Consequences in a health economic perspective >>>

Call for application

SSMF – Establishment support for young researchers (in Swedish) >>>
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